
Probabilistic Graphical Models

①Modeling sequence ofevents withgraphs (ages
check go toO sheet-⑭-> !email
-- school

-Edges convey progression (e.g., time)

---...
⑦Probabistic graphical models - eachmodeisatelet

rmsrecrease
e

- Let's write the modeled state at time to as Sk~

⑯- -......
-Transition fromone state to another has probabilities.
Let's model on

matrixi =bae



④Modeling short/long term dependencies

-should only depend on? ⑭-
or perhaps $t1 also man depend on $1 ⑭-
or even all$, since the whole build up matters

-e ----
⑪--....-

-Answer depends on the application
A. SKA: Final SAT score

Sk =I practice SAT score

SK-1 =(K-13thpractice SATscore...

.

B. Sk+ 1
= Next location ofa flying bee

Sk - current location

Sk-1 - Previous location

!

⑭ mathematically speaking: conditional Independence

↑ (X,Y(z) =P(x1z)P(Y(z)
=>P(XY,z) =x(XY) =P(sk+), x-)
- =>P(Sk+1/k)

- Please prove this if si is conditionally independent ofSk-1



-Physical meaning ofconditional independence?
4 (height, vocabulary) 24 (height) p(vocab)

P (h, w/ the) =pChloe)PCUlot)
class

- Amy owner example?

⑤Markovian or Non-Markovian?

-when P

(S,1=7]) only a function ofSix,
then called "Markovian"

i.e., the bee is memoryless, hence Markov process.

-when calculating 4(SH=(:]) depends on
multiple prior
states, then
non-markovian.

i.e., P (SATkH/ SAT, SAT,... SATK-r) F P(SAT,+1/SAT,)

- Howdo you know Markovian or not?

↳ Experience/intuition↳ Data driven calculations (offline)



⑥ Examples:Memoryless or not?

(a) P ( destination I now at departureCZurich I

airport
airport

b) * ( job interview/CGPAg, CGPAS ... (GPA,)

=P) job interview (CGPA)?

*

P Ball location(e) C
inthe goal

t+
I Rations, "....."(0)

BallE 1) I↳in )

(a) We& ①
51Se 533455 34 55

p(55/5,525,34) E(S5/S4)



⑦Next State prediction (Markovs
Need to estimate Transition Probability matrix

(+PM)
SK+ =

⑪Tijjie
This TPM is often a f?of a model.

Arocket a) A person
typing in
English/ other

moving as a

Language
and

fr of fuel the next character

injection and has some TPM
air drag as a function of that

language.

- Predicting or tracking-> Predict

↳
Predict Spt from5,:1

Siik from5.k

can you track the rocket or predict the typed
sentence?



⑧ Hidden States and Emission

Tracking from the process alone may be difficult in some

applications... impossible inothers

↳ Because no way to correct wrong k
-some measurements needed.

⑪---...
↓ ↓ ↓
⑭ ⑫ ⑭

-measurements (also called emissions)
help in "resetting"or "recalibrating"crow

-Measurements need not be accurate

↳i.e., also a random variable

process measurement

gene
-Measurements need not be of SK,
↳
i.e., can be mp:Ask +noise

Hence, SK is hidden. Some emission or

leakage gives us me. Now predict sk



HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS (HMM)
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. L
waiting walking forward

walked, paused, withconstant
wentback, 2 velocity

then walking fast



measurementre
HMM ->

Estimated
motion

Transition -> (Bayesian Filter) trajectory.
prob, matrix

⑦ Formulating the state transition diagram:

Let sk devote the state of the subject attime K

↳↳ Sk is a random variable, i.e., sk: (22) vixen]
So called the "state variable"

The human's walking motionis captured in

④- -.....
And the measurementand motionmodel is available for each state

-

⑲-......↓ I ↓
M2 M3 me

↳ ↳1 ↳ 11

22 22 22 22

13 13 ↳3 13

↑.
! : .

2w L Ly Lw

③ Key Question:Where is/was the human at time tk?

↑(5x/m,.K) or P(Sk/m:n)
Is this:Posterior or likelihood?



Do you have an intuitive feel for P(S,/m,n)?
Ifnot, fall back on visualizing them as vectors

P(s, =

2]/m,te)me=jet]ma:]
-min) -

aninthe
p(m,to me-jit]...wait

⑦ From this joint distribution (innumerator)

you want toknow which value of skiTe] was the max probability
given the min
measurements you
already have.

③ The denominator is same forall sp=/in], soonlydomeratormatters.
jointdistribution.

③ Turn this posterior to likelihood

y:Pims)
4(SK)

I
Likelihood ... and I Hmmm! This
that is not hard

because it's the sensor's who cares! depends on
measurement quality We only wantto where I was

compare the last. So
numerator, so

ignore denominator. fr 0) P(SK-1)



③ Let's do hismathematically now.

③ Let'sstart witha basic resultfor P(S1:m/m.n)
-

trajectory given measurements

P(S1.m/n,in) = P(S1n,min)
a P(Sin,min)

P(m,:n)

chain
rule

P(S,:n, m:n) - P (mm/m,in-1,5,.n) P (Mn-1/M1: n-2,5,in)...

markor
... P(m,/S,:n) P(Sw/s,n-1) ... P(S2/s,)4(s)6

=P(mm/Sm) P(Mn-1/Sn-1) ... P(m,/s)P(suls,n)
-

... (S2/s,)P(s)

P(sin, min) =

4(m,(s)4(s)P(mi/si) 4(s:/si=1)

③ Now we want P(S/m,:n)
P(sk/m,n) < P(SK,m1n):P(SK,M1.K, MkH:n),

=P(MKH:n/SK, mi.K) P(SK, m,:K)

= P(mx+:n(sk)P(sx(m1,k)4(m1:k)
=4(5x/m,.x). P(mk+:n((k)

↓ ↓

Forward (online) Backward (Office)

↓ ↓
Probability mat murder probability that himto sin measurement

suspectis at S: greenst. are Neil St.- Kirby road - lincoln

given k=4 recentsurveillance drive - university avenue, given
Camera measurements of suspect'skin time location
mainstreet -> wright street-> Sk:green Street.

GE Street



questions



Areas

①conditional prob. P(X/4,z) = P(X13)

P(X(7,z) =9(X,z14).
P(Y,z)

=1 x14) *19)))
=P(X(4)

② conditional distribution

y imgs/incatia)
= (cation,2)

*aIrration) measured) =? N gaussian
because p(true) measured) =

4t
⑪,

m =As +n ③ var (x+Y)

~ van (KX)

:var(kX+Y)
Need:PijP(m; /si) Also van (x+K)
Assume:P(S/S, S,-2) =P(SK/SK-1) & P(WK/S1:1, Mick-) =P(mp)(k)




